Who We Are
About Us
ASI Agents and staff personnel achieves
our missions by understanding the strategic
agenda of our clients, and parallel that
interest into a threat model via
geographical, competitive, espionage (FIS)
risk assessment. Our job is to think about
that which our Clients are not!

Contact Us
An Investigative Research Firm for Global
Risk Management!

Phone: 844.244.3350
Email: info@asisecurityfirm.com
Web: www.asisecurityfirm.com

Our Mission
Provide threat based analysis and solutions
for the betterment of the international
population, too it’s responsible Party(s). In
today’s growing world of capitalization,
globalization,industrialization,humanitarian,
trade systems, etc.; there’s a gap in conflict
management ASI is fulfilling. As we move to
a more robust level of global interactions,
varying ideology, political, economic and
religious views the task becomes that much
more important. ASI services are highly
desirable and needed in the Global arena,
specifically. ASI will utilize its education,
experience and global relationships to
provide a service that protect the interest
and welfare of our Clients, while at the same
time fight to manage access loss due to
governmental
interventions
(conflict
related).

Investigative
Research
Firm

ALLIANCE FOR STRATEGIC
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Firm for Global Risk
Management.

In Addition
ASI will create models for various
educational, corporate and groups seeking
to understand media, politics, global
economics, social and religious differences
and how these differences may affect their
lives as it may apply to their professional
project(s).
A view of our World.

How We Work
The core focus of our job is to provide an
analytical
understanding
of
the
implementation and execution of your
strategic agenda. We not only focus on the
surface threats and counters to those
threats, but also the psychological condition
of that working environment, along with
past, current and future trends associated
with the market.

“Live in the now. For what you
plant in the present, will
dictate how you live in the
future”!

Contributing Factors:
► Fair Risk Assessment
► Threat Analysis
► Intervention
► Exit
An Investigative Research Firm for Global
Risk Management!

The Benefit
The quick answer to understanding the
benefits of our service in one phrase
“Knowledge is Power”! If you simply look at
the estimated over $500 Billion Dollars in
lost revenue in the United States due to
espionage alone, the aforementioned
phrase should make a lot of sense. Threat
levels across the board poses many
unforeseen
potential
problems
for
individuals and corporations. Understanding
the geographical, FIS, terrorist, industry
trends and how they relate to these threats
are invaluable. ASI utilizes a wide range of
resources to mitigate such risk. We create a
secured strategy to assist your desired
outcome.

